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Government’s policies will come under close ____ in the weeks

before the election. (05/12)A) specification B)scrutiny C)

appreciation D)apprehension2. We can’t help being ____of Bob

who bought a luxurious sports car just after the money was stolen

from the office. (03/9)A) skeptical B) appreciative C) suspicious D)

tolerant3. The damage to his car was _______. therefore, he could

repair it himself. (00/1)A) considerable B) appreciable C) negligible

D) invisible4. Clark felt that his _______ in one of the most dramatic

medical experiments of all time was worth the suffering he

underwent.(00/1)A) apprehension B) appreciation C) presentation

D) participation5. During the nineteen years of his career, France

Batiste has won the ____ of a wide audience outside Italy. (97/1)A)

enjoyment B) appreciation C) evaluation D) reputationDissipate(4

次)1. Slavery was _______in Canada in 1833, and Canadian

authorities encouraged the slaves, who escaped from America, to

settle on its vast virgin land. (05/12)A) abolished B) resigned C)

diluted D) dissipated2. Before we move, we should ________ some

of the old furniture, so that we can have more room in the new

house. (04/6)A) discard B) dissipate C) cancel D) conceal 3. Over

the past ten years, natural gas production has remained steady, but

______ has risen steadily. (03/6)A)dissipation B)disposal

C)consumption D)expenditure4. After four years in the same job his



enthusiasm finally ______. (00/6)A) deteriorated B) dispersed C)

dissipated D) drainedScrutiny(3次)1. The Government’s policies

will come under close ____ in the weeks before the election.

(05/12)A) specification B)scrutiny C) appreciation

D)apprehension2. Although the model looks good on the surface, it

will not bear close________. (02/1)A) temperament B)

contamination C) scrutiny D) symmetry 3. The captain __________

the horizon for approaching ships. (98/1)A) scanned B) scrutinized

C) explored D) sweptTurbulent(3次)1. The winners of the football

championship ran off the field carrying the silver cup ________.

(01/6)A)turbulently B)tremendously C)triumphantly

D)tentatively2. Hurricanes are killer winds, and their ________

power liesin the physical damagethey can do.(01/1)A) cumulative B)

destructive C) turbulent D) prevalent3. Rumours are everywhere,

spreading fear, damaging reputations, and turning calm situations

into ______ ones. (00/6)A) turbulent B) tragic C) vulnerable D)

suspiciousScope(2次)1. Governments today play an increasingly

larger role in the ＿＿＿of welfare, economics, and education.

(05/6)A) scopes B) ranges C) ranks D) domains2. He is looking for

a job that will give him greater ____for his career development.

(03/9)A) insight B)scope C) momentum D) phaseScrape(2次)1. He

______ his head, wondering how to solve the problem. (01/1)A)

scrapped B) screwed C) scraped D) scratched2. It took us only a few

hours to _______the paper off all four walls.(00/1)A) shear B) scrape
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